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At the meeting on October 20, 2022, The Isles HOA Board of Directors voted to approve a bulk services 
agreement with Blue Stream Fiber. The contract includes constructing a new fiber optic network on The Isles 
property, and connecting all homes via fiber optic cable. 
 
The agreement provides both TV programming and Internet services with speeds of up to 500 Mbps, both 
download and upload, and 100 hours of online DVR storage. Also included are a router, multiple mesh WiFi 
pods, up to three HD set top boxes, and three remote controls. The cost for this basic package is $79 per 
month, and is paid through your HOA quarterly assessments. The agreement also includes a community 
channel for The Isles and expanded WiFi coverage in the area of all amenities, including the town center, pool, 
and fitness center, and tennis, bocce, and multipurpose courts. 
 
The contract has been ratified by the board, signed and delivered to Blue Stream. They have also received the 
Grant of Easement required to allow construction on and over The Isles common area, and homeowner 
property.  
 
We have been assigned a project manager and a construction manager. We will be meeting with them, as well 
as the network designer for a walk-through of the property to finalize the location of equipment, and the path 
that the network will take to all installation points. That meeting will take place after the first of the year 
(2023). 
 
We realize that homeowners have many questions regarding this conversion. We have collected and posted 
additional information on The Isles website, including Blue Stream’s proposal, PowerPoint presentations, 
analysis and recommendation to the board, and the Blue Stream TV channel lineup. Coming soon will be a 
section on The Isles website dedicated to the Blue Stream project with even more information 
 
After the construction walk-through is complete, we will schedule Blue Stream to visit The Isles and conduct 
several Town Hall meetings to provide additional information and answer residents’ questions. 
 
Be on the lookout for continuing updates on the project as it proceeds. 
 
The Isles Management Team 

http://www.islesofsarasota.com/
http://www.bluestreamfiber.com/

